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Abstract
Optical Doppler shifts may be detected directly by filtering and dispersing the return light. The direct detection method is far more
relaxed optically, requiring only "photon bucket" collection optics. A narrowband interference filter and two etalons are enough
to distribute the frequency shifted light into the radial pattern ofonly one free spectral range ofthe last etalon. This paper describes
a novel system using three hoes to perform transmission, collection, filtering and redistribution of the imaged zonal signal light
onto a linear string of detectors. The light collection optic is a large area scanning and focusing hoe made in DCG. This optic may
also serves as the laser transmitting optic. Holographically recorded etalons of medium finesse are made to do final filtering of
the return signal down to picometer bandwidths. Finally a 24-channel circle to point converter has been fabricated in DCG and
also transferred to resist and subsequently etched into a fused silica substrate. Reactive ion etching (RIE) was attempted using
a Faraday cage to form tilted fringes in the silica. An Ion mill was rebuilt to perform a similar task. All components worked well
when made in DCG but problems with dry etching were not all resolved. Circle-to-point conversion has been used for collecting
the output of an etalon where a suitable detector of equal area circular zones was not readily available. The output is converted
to a line of points so that it may be read with a simple and readily available linear photon counting detector.
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1. Introduction

The system we are designing is meant to be a novel anemometer based on Doppler lidar1 . Itmeasures average wind speed remotely
by measuring the Doppler shift and can work fromRaleigh or Mie scattering or both when the wavelength used is 355 nm2. A large
efficient receiver optic and high power pulsed laser determine the max range. The novelty is mostly in the use of a holographically
made receiver telescope objective or photon bucket (HPB), a holographically made etalon (HET) for frequency filtering and a
holographically made circle to point converter (CPC) Each of these elements have been reported upon in earlier publications but
this is probably the first time anyone has reported on putting them together in this configuration or for this purpose. A schematic
view of the system is shown in figure 1 .The HPB is the input optic and comes in two variations, it can be a conical scanning hoe
as used in HARLIE3 or an on axis ring-shaped receiver as used by Terabeam Networks4 of Seattle. We have designed and built
both receiver optics in house and have chosen to illustrate this system with the coaxial design because it can easily be folded for
a more compact unit and scanning is not always necessary.

The system design contains a high resolution and a low resolution Fabry-Perot etalon. The low resolution etalon(LRE)acts as a
coarse filter, eliminating solar light and noise. The LRE is made holographically on a double side coated 3.3 mm's thick substrate
ofplate glass and has a larger free spectral range and the highest finesse value of the pair. It is fabricated by exposing both sides
of the substrate to a single standing wave pattern that is precisely flat and uniform so that the recorded fringes can compensate
for some irregularities in the glass surfaces5. The second etalon is the high resolution etalon (HRE) and has such a large spacing
in the current design that there would be no advantage in making it holographically. The large spacing is required to narrow the
free spectral range and when combined withjust the right finesse will greatly increase the resolution of the system. The CPC is
made by multiplexing sections of holographic lenses into 24 concentric equal area rings inside a one inch diameter circle. Each
ring sends light impinging on it to a unique location and each ring represents an incremental shift in wind speed or optical
frequency6. The etalons are fiber fed and the fiber end is imaged at a great distance, limiting the minimum size of the detectors
and the space between channels. The CPC feeds either a row of fibers or a linear detector7. This method of Doppler detection is
sometimes referred to as multichannel detection (MC)8. A special case ofthis method is known as double edge detection (DEDG)9.
A comparison has been made and the MC appears to have the largest dynamic range and most uniform sensitivity'0.
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2. Component design and fabrication

All of the holographic elements used in this design have been fabricated for 532 nm and all but the etalon has been made for 355
nm. We are still trying to make a 1 meter diameter off axis scanning hoe for a big step up in collection of a returnsignal. The
construction of the first green element dates back to 1991 and the most recent efforts have been concentrated on 355 nm.

2.1 Holographic Photon Bucket

The photon bucket is a powered holographic optic. Typically it is made to work off axis at 40 to 45 degrees so that it cando a
conical scanning function while turning in a flat plane. Typical optical efficiencies are 80 to 90 percent and the strong dispersion
of the diffractive volume provides natural filtering of sunlight and out of band on axis frequencies. In a design with a one meter
diameter and a two meter focal length, the spectral width on a 400-micron diameter collection fiber is already sub-nanometer. We
have designed and constructed these units for operation at 1550, 1064, 1047, 532, 523 and most recently for 355 tim. These optics
are made by exposing DCG on plate glass to a spherical and a plane wave at the wavelength that it will be used at or at another
wavelength with some combination of compensation optics in the recording paths. Hoes designed to work at 355 nm are most
easily made using a tripled YAG laser at 355 nm. Most other wavelengths being used fail to expose the DCG so that a
compensation scheme has to be used and the recordings are usually done at 488 or 458 nm.

The bucket shown in figure one is used when scanning is less important than instrument size. It appears to be an on axis design
but only the outer 1/3 of its diameter is active area so it is actually working off axis as all volume phase hoe structures mustdo
to be efficient. The depth of the bucket is only 1/3 of the diameter thanks to two fold mirrors and a f/i convergence cone. Anoff
axis collector has to have at least a f/2.5 cone on the output side to be practical. The on axis f/i design is easiest to fabricate in
large diameters. The aberrations are much lower and easier to control than the more highly off axis scanning style of hoe.

Figure 1. A ZEMAX Ray Trace of a simplified Doppler LIDAR receiver system.
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2.2 Fabray-Perot etalons
A Fabry-Perot interferometer consists of two parallel and flat reflectors separated by some distance d. The reflectance of the
plates must be less than unity to allow some transmitted light and when absorption and scattering losses are low, the total
transmission at resonant frequencies is very high. An ideal form of the constructive interference intensity in the absence of light
absorption is described by the mathematical Airy function. ,I is the transmitted intensity, I is the incident intensity, R is the
reflectance, and ô is the phase.

It 1

Ii- (4R o
1+)2)Sifl2 (1)

To account for defects and absorption we must use the modified version of the Airy function. A is the absorption, FR is the
reflective finesse, and all other variables are the same as in the ideal Airy function.

= 1-
FR Sin2

(2)

The phase component ô comes from the equation:

4icJtdcosO (3)
A

Where 0 is the angle of an incidence, i is the index of refraction between the plates, d is the distance between the plates, and?
is the laser wavelength. Some definitions of terminology used to describe an etalon are necessary. Finesse is a measurement of
the ratio ofthe full width at halfmaximum ofthe transmission order to the separation distance between two adjacent orders. Also,
the finesse can be calculated based on the reflectance of the two etalon plates. This relationship is shown by:

4RF= 2R (1—R) (4)

WhereR is reflectance and FR is reflective finesse. Once again this is an expression ofthe relationship under ideal circumstances.
This expression doesn't account for physical defects and the like. The finesse is directly related to the etalon's ability to
discriminate between two lines with a very small frequency shift. As finesse increases, the etalon's resolving power increases.
FSR (Free Spectral Range) is a measurement of the distance between two successive orders of the Fabry-Perot fringe pattern
created from a monochromatic source. This parameter is essential because it defines the dynamic range ofthe system. We cannot
measure wind speeds that cause a frequency shift that go beyond one free spectral range of the etalon. The equation for calculating
FSRis:

A2
FSR=—

2d (5)
Where FSR is free spectral range, ?. is the laser wavelength,
and d is distance between etalon plates.

Our ability to discriminate between two closely spaced spectral lines is formally described using the Rayleigh criterion. This
formula is strictly used for molecular backscatter with a double edge detection technique. Hence, this will be a reference of
comparison for our fringe imaging technique.
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Here, is the resolution based on the Rayleigh criterion, ? is the laser wavelength, n is the maximum or central order of
interference, and FR is the reflective finesse. The order of interference is given by:

(7)

Where d is the distance between etalon plates, is the index of refraction of the material between the etalon plates, and ? is the
laser wavelength. These equations make it easy to see that our plate distance is a critical variable in our etalon design.
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2.2.2 Design Parameters
We chose to have a system dynamic range of 200 mIs. This is somewhat of an arbitrary value but it includes reasonable wind
speeds in the troposphere and covers strong wind shear. A source laser wavelength of 355nm was chosen to measure the always
present Rayleigh or molecular backscatter as well as the Aerosol or Mie scattering. The low resolution holographic etalon acts
as a secondary background solar and noise filter. ZEMAX optical design program models the etalon as a custom multi layer
dielectric coating. A file that describes the etalon is created by first describing two materials with slightly different indexes of

refraction, then
alternating between
the two materials
with one quarter
wave thicknesses
enough times to
model the true
thickness of the
DCG film. Another
material with an
index of refraction
and thickness that
correspond to the
substrate material is
added to the file
followed by a series
of materials that
model another
holographic surface
identical to the first.
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Figure 2. A graphical output from ZEMAX illustrating transmittance intensity vs. angle of incidence.
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Figure 3. A graphical output from ZEMAX model of HET intensity of transmission vs. wavelength.

Figure three illustrates the remarkably small change of wavelength that we are dealing with. Recall, we are only working within
one free spectral range of the high resolution etalon. That free spectral range translates to a velocity dynamic range, which while
dictated by the high resolution etalon, must also fit within the passband of the first order of the low resolution etalon.

Figure 5. LowResolution HET fabrication set up.
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This is representative of the fringe pattern
we see on the output side of the etalon. The
distance between the peaks are the free
spectral ranges for the etalon. Generally,
the free spectral range of an etalon is
described using the zero to first order peak
difference. Another graph also illustrating
the free spectral range of this etalon is
generated using intensity of transmission
versus wavelength. This graph is most
relevant because it is a change in
wavelength that we are translating into a
wind velocity. The low resolution etalon
does not give us enough resolving power to
measure the wind speeds but only acts as a
mid range filter. It must block potentially
overlapping orders without limiting the
bandwidth of the high resolution etalon.
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An output interferogram was also generated by ray tracing from a point
source a large distance away from the etalon. This creates only slightly
diverging light. The interferogram is shown in Figure.4 and is in close
agreement with what we see when we illuminate one of our etalons in
a similar fashion.

Fabry-Perot Etelon Exposure Setup

Figure 4. Interferogram computed by ZEMAX
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2.2.3. Experimental work
Ideally, the plates ofthe etalon should be very flat and very parallel, perhaps lambda/20 and 1 arc second .Weused a good grade
of plate glass known as Starphire that is perhaps lambda/2 and 1 minute of arc. The substrate was then coated with DCG on both
sides so that uniform exposure will form the two reflector surfaces simultaneously. A composition of 8-30-250 was used for the
film, 8 parts dichromate, 30 parts gelatin, and 250 parts water, Film thickness was uniform at 8 microns. The film was incubated
at 120 F for 6 hours before using. Coating and film preparation is well documented and easily accomplished in house. The
exposure setup was quite simple, consisting of a spatial filter to clean up coherent artifacts, a collimating lens, a mask, a flat
mirror, and an absorber plate. The recording wavelength was 488nm which gave us a construction angle of approximately 35°
fora 532nmplayback wavelength. Our first attempts at a holographic Fabry-Perot etalon were for use at 532 nm, mainly because
it is so easy to work with. A construction angle or wavelength change and some post development baking are all that is necessary
for switching the playback wavelength to 355or 1064 nm. The mirror used under the film is 1/10th wave flat and was simply a
polished fused silica flat that we coated with aluminum and magnesium fluoride in our thermal vacuum coater. The mask was used
to aperture the collimated beam to a size smaller than our substrate to eliminate artifacts created by edge illumination. Xylene
was used to index match the film to the mirror and the mirror to the absorber plate. Although DCG is quite sensitive to 488 nm
light, an heavy exposure energy of 80 - 100 mj/cm2 yielded the best results.

2.2.4 Processing procedures
The development consists of first gently wiping the excess Xylene from the film and then submerging it in developer for 3 to 4
mm. The long development time minimizes the films light absorption and scatter by reducing dichromate ions and hardening the
gel. Immediately after development, the film is placed into clean water for 2 mm. and then placed with agitation into a series of
three warm alcohol baths of increasing dryness for one minute each. Processing streaks are minimized by having the first two
alcohol baths at room temperature. Entry into the last, heated alcohol bath should be quick and violent as another means of
limiting any local variations due to processing. The film is then blown off with dry, clean, warm air and is ready for testing. All
ofthe processing procedures are the positive, working results of substantial experimentation and trial and error, the reliability and
repeatability are fairly good but not precise.

2.2.5 Low Resolution HET Testing and Results
The exposure and development yield a hologram with a fixed angle where
it is most efficient at 532 nm. We try to end up with the peak reflectivity
at normal incidence at this wavelength. In order to tune in this angle after
development, we left ourselves a small amount of excess film thickness
to use up in a bake down procedure. A 5 to 7 degree angle change can
be produced with a few minutes ofbaking at 220° F. This angular change
only goes one way and the shift is toward the blue end of the spectrum.
After the angle is corrected, we cap the film on both sides with an AR
coated capping glass. NOA61 is one of our most commonly used capping
adhesives and is cured with ultra violet light. This is the final step before
imaging the output fringe pattern for analysis. The simulation ofthe etalon
shows only maximum performance. We have no way of simulating or
incorporating surface or volume defects in the model. The testing is done
by measuring the contrast and calculating the finesse. An image of the
fringe pattern from one of our test etalons is pictured in Figure 6.

Figure 6. Photo of etalon output with 532 nm divergent input.

2.2,6 High Resolution Etalon design
We have chosen a dynamic range of 200 m/s so that we can easily identify dangerous wind shear and also cover common wind
speeds in the troposphere. A parameter that should be fixed before making further calculations is the etalon finesse. Several
articles and experiments by others have shown that an approximate finesse of eight is useful and easily attained. A larger value
will simply increase our resolution and enhance the system performance but a smaller value will degrade performance. Using this
dynamic range for the system we can apply the Doppler lidar equation that relates a wind velocity to a frequency shift of the back
scattered light.
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This relationship is:

x= 2vA (8)

Where & is the change in frequency, v is the velocity, c is the speed of light, and ? is our wavelength. Inserting 200 rn/sfor v
and 355 nm for A, we get a zU of .4733 pm. This change in wavelength corresponds to our maximum frequency offset which is
also equal to our chosen FSR. An equation that relates FSR to etalon plate spacing is.

2
FSR=± (9)

2d

Where A is the wavelength and d is the etalon plate spacing. Solving for d and inserting .4733 pm for FSR we get a neededplate
spacing of 13,3 cm, The dynamic range ofthe system is defined by the FSR ofthe high resolution etalon, assuming compatibility
with the other filters. Based on the Rayleigh criterion, using equations 6 and 7, we see that with the DEDG technique we would
have a resulting resolution of only .112 pm out of .4733 pm. The fringe imaging MC technique that we are employing increases
this resolution by a factor of six or seven times, The 24 facet fringe imager has a corresponding resolution of .019 pm. Our ability
to discriminate between two closely spaced spectral lines is obviously greatly enhanced with this technique. Discriminating
between lines is crucial when we are measuring the change in wavelength from a reference to determine wind velocity.

2.3.1 Circle to point converter (CPC)
The circle to point converter has been described several times in prior publications and can be found also on our web site
www.xmission.corn/ralcon. The advancement in the state of the art at this time consists of the successful recording of a 24-
channel CPC working at 355 timin gelatin and the subsequent attempts to transfer the same ultra fine diffraction pattern into fused
silica for a small improvement in efficiency. The 355nmunits are currently made in 4 to 5 microns of DCG glued between two
layers of low iron glass. This combination absorbs as much as 10% of the 355nm light and will fluoresce in all layers. A picture
of the output of this device is given in figure seven. The spots are clean and uniformly spaced at 650 micron intervals. The
efficiency is about 75% when AR coats are in place. Some improvements can still be made in the masking ofthe 24 rings, where
a less than 100% fill factor is being used.

The obvious way to improve any optic used at 355 nm is to make it from pure silica, which does not fluoresce or absorb when
lit up with UV. We have transferred the diffraction pattern onto fused silica using photo-resist as a mask and have made many
attempts to transfer this pattern into the fused silica with a dry etch process. None of our attempts has been completely successful
to date, mostly because of equipment limitations.

Figure 7. The output plane of a 355nm CPCilluminated by 351 nm laser light.
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2.3.2 Transfer to fused silica using E techniques

One limitation of the current CPC implementation is a larger
than necessary insertion loss of about 10% due to intrinsic
absorption of 355 nm by gelatin. Etched fused silica would be
preferable because it has near zero absorption and does not
fluoresce in the UV. We attempted to use reactive ion etching,
(RIE) and reactive ion beam etching (RIBE) techniques to
transfer a pattern recorded in resist to a silica substrate with a
Bragg slant to the etching. The CPC has to diffract off axis
between 25 and35degrees so the grooves in the glass have to be
tilted off the normal about 10 degrees to shunt all the power into
one off axis order.

Figure 9. CPC showing 2 channels lit up and focused into fibers.
Our SPI brand etching machine was originally designed as a plasma
cleaning chamber for prepping specimens headed for an electron
microscope. It consists of two parallel plates with the upper plate
being water cooled and driven by a 13.56 MHz, 150 Watt power
supply. A matching network with variable capacitors has enough
range to allow us to make many modifications to the geometry
without a redesign of the network itself. We did have to rebuild
portions of the matching network two or three times because of
excess heating ofthe inductors. A five inch high glass cylinder with
a six-inch diameter makes up the chamber and two gas feed-through
ports enable a mixture of etching gasses. Our last reconfiguration
consisted of enlarging the upper electrode surface area by making
it a hollow cathode and adding a screen at an angle on the bottom
electrode, forming a Faraday cage where the lack of a field would
enable anisotropic etching at an angle. We also bought an ion mill
thinking that was a better way to launch neutral ions in a collimated
beam that could easily etch at an angle.

Figure 10. SPI 200 watt rf powered RIB chamber with water cooler and tanks of gas.

The Faraday cage is a very simple concept and has been reported on previously. The
only unique problem we encountered was shadowing of the screen on the etched
substrate. This was partially resolved by getting a finer mesh and also placing the
substrate where it was a little further from the screen. Molecular collisions causing
loss of active species and lower anisotropy preclude placing it more than a few
centimeters from the mesh pattern. We have established a few recipes that work to
some degree but our chamber and pump probably need to be a little more robust to
get the results we need. Our recipes can be found on our web page or by email. We
basically pulled the chamber to the lowest pressure possible using a rotary vain
roughing pump and then leaked in oxygen and lit it up to clean odd organics from the
surfaces. The etching then proceeded with a mixture of 10: 1 CF4: 02 and final
pressure as close to 50 microns as we could manage and still get some flowing
gasses.

Figure 11. Inadvertent transfer of a mesh pattern of the top of the Faraday cage to resist by shadow masking.
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The mechanism of etching silica is simple in concept, dissociated fluorine combines
with silicon forming new molecular gasses that get pumped out before they can get
ionized and recycled. Our goal is to dig trenches of about 1/4 micron in width to a
depth of nearly 1 micron and with a 10-degree tilt. Thus far we have only been able to
dig 1 micron deep trenches in 5 micron wide or larger grooves and our finer gratings
still come out shallow and weak. The dry etch process requires a low pressure, on the
order of 1 micron to facilitate anisotropic etching of submicron features and we can get
no lower than about 50 microns with the current operational equipment. We have tried
many different ratios of gas and some other gasses such as CHF3 but thus far the
indicators are that our pressure is too high.

Figure 12. Etched silica with 20 micron period and 1 micron deep

We have an 8 inch ion mill with a cryogenic pump that can get us into the 1 micron range while maintaining adequate gas flow,
but thejob ofrefurbishing a used mill to operating conditions has proven to be too large an undertaking for this project. We now
intend to get it running and gift it to Utah State University to be used for MEMS research, with the hope that they will maintain
it and perhaps run a few samples for us in the future, We think we can get lower pressures and faster pumping speed by improving
our current RIE etching equipment so it will be evolving one or two more times.

3. Measurements of the Finesse of any etalon.

The finesse of an etalon is just the ratio of its free spectral range (FSR) to its line width at FWHM. It can be calculatedfrom
reflectance and spacing but to measure it accurately some way to measure line width must be devised. A scanning slit or pinhole
and ratio meter will work provided that the line width of the laser source or monochromatic light is well under the line width of
the etalon. A simpler approximate method is to photograph the fringes without blooming and then measure the width of the first

bright fringe and the diameters or radii of the first two rings.
The photo in figure 6 has been measured this way and has a
guesstimated finesse of about 1 3 . We found an error in the
calculations made in reference number 5 where they claim to
have calculated the finesse based on a similar measurement of
a photo but the printed formula appears to be wrong. The
claimed finesse is 22 but plugging in their numbers to their
equation yields a much lower number, near 1 ,we calculate it to
be near 12. Marc Hammond of USU contributed the following
relationship he uses to conveniently find finesse using a Spiricon
laser profiler to more accurately measure FWHM line width.

R22 Ri2
Finesse =

L\R1(2R1)

(10)
Where delta Ri is a measurement of the FWHM of the inner
ring. Some estimation skills and knowledge of reproduction
characteristics are required when making this measurement on
pictures.

Figure 13. Measurement geometry used when finding finesse of an etalon illuminated with diverging laser light.

A quick and easy eyeball estimate of the finesse can be made by comparing the width of the any dark fringe with its adjacent
outside bright fringe. The ratio is about equal to the finesse ifyou can make an accurate estimate ofthe FWHM points ofthe bright
fringe. A little practice and experience helps, a high contrast picture will yield an FWHM of about the measured width from
edge to edge, a better grayscale picture may be harder to measure and judge. The edges of the rings are especially tricky to
measure by eye while being generated in bright laser light. A black ruler could be useful as well as a lowering of the illumination
intensity. Eyes can make good comparisons but are fooled by compressing wide dynamic ranges.
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4. Future Work

We have time and contracts to make improvements in all the holographic components for this application and plan to do so. Work
is proceeding on 1 meter diameter input scanners to boost the range and or S/N ratio of this and other lidar .A large shared
aperture static collector with 5 different look angles is also being designed at this time for green and UV wavelengths. The gel
will have to be 20 or more microns thick in this design which will make it highly absorptive at 355 nm so work on converting to
fused silica is still worth while. We have only begun to fabricate holographic etalons in the last few months and will be trying them
on higher quality substrates ofvarious thicknesses next. The CPC design works pretty well as is but we are making masking tighter
and planning to expand the number of channels to 32, as well as transferring the pattern to fused silica. All three hoes are ideal
applications of volume phase holographic recording technology, which handles meter apertures with submicron feature sizes like
no other technology.
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